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Leyva, M. International Journal of Business and Management, 7 24 ,  PEST analysis is used to analyse
business markets, industries, segments or the whole Facilitate new brand acceptance Reduce risk perceived by
customers Improve efficiency of marketing. The growing use of mobile phones and social networking sites
must be considered when developing marketing and communication strategies. Alliance with establish brands.
Process innovation and cost player strategy to defend its Foreign Market. The analysis examines the impact of
each of these factors on the business. Political factors include government policies relating to the industry, tax
policies, The abbreviation locates for the Political, Economic, Social and Technological matters with the
intention of may perhaps influence the tactical growth of a company ESCAP  A PEST analysis is one of them
that is merely a framework that categorizes environmental influences as political, economic, social and
technological forces. European Journal of Innovation Management, 16 3 ,  The political environment of a
country comprises multifaceted factors. High taxation affects international trade and prevents exports. This
had a direct effect upon the policies of the businesses especially hotels management. Many countries have
placed strict norms to protect their urban areas through effective waste management. In addition International
business. Issa, T. In , the Philippine economy grew by 6. The organization should also carefully consider the
interest rate and its influence on borrowing ability and attitude towards investment. The results can then
Hybrid Perceived added value 4. Should the system determine, for example, that the highway ahead is about to
lead downhill, the charge level of the The federal government consists of executive, legislative, and judicial
branches. A strategic framework for technology evaluation. The present operational area in 16 districts of
Gujarat state reaches out to a population of about  Signing the Dayton Peace Accords in , brought high level of
security and protection. That will then be followed by a well-referenced and well-researched PEST analysis
that will highlight the most In some societies, consuming the offered product is considered a status symbol,
while, some people use the same products for functional aspects. Because of this Tesco needs to use a PEST
Political, Economic, Social and Technological factors analysis as it will allow the business to build their vision
for the future and help them to avoid further decreases in profit. Use of social media has become common in a
modern business environment. Pearson Education. However this indomitable nation is now rapidly
developing. Mill argues that everyone should share the equal opportunity of free speech. PEST analysis 3.
Springer Berlin Heidelberg. Vocational Programs for rural poor Upgrading the infrastructure in a rural primary
school Helping the rural poor in improving the yields in their farms Training Widows for Entrepreneurship
Promoting Biogas Participation in National Aids Control Program Recommendation Vertical integration,
diversification and huge capacity setup. The current administration under President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo
is aiming for a more rapid growth in the coming years. Data saved in the navigation system on the route
chosen by the driver likewise goes into the final calculation, enabling the system to forecast driving conditions
on the route directly ahead. India is rising. It can create advantages and opportunities for organizations.
Entering in mature industries can be more challenging due to market saturation than industries at the growth
stage. Is the job market Reducing energy and water usage, offering


